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BEING “GROUNDED” IN OUTER SPACE 
The positive effects from a basic imagery exercise from Posture Release 
Imagery, described below, illustrates principles that Jan b Eyskens discusses, 
namely that the body is a tensegrity and that the body can be “fooled” into a 
deconstruct of its deterministic approach through the unexpected effects from 
specific imagery. 

Look over the illustrations and follow the imagery exercise instructions below: 

 

Instructions: In the illustration above with the seated man and what I call a 
“lamb and egg”, study the white portion on the man, the dorsal surface, and the 
black portion, the ventral surface.  

Next begin to imagine that you look exactly like the “lamb”, with a fluffy, white 
(expanded) dorsal surface and a dark, dense (contracted) ventral surface.  

Try hard to imagine the quality changes but do not try 
to “do anything” to bring them about.  

It is very important to work to imagine the whole of 
your dorsal surface and ventral surfaces as described, 
not just a portion of them. Even include your “tail” in 
the imagining.  

For further instructions toward successful imagining, 
search “Posture Release Imagery.” 

John A. Appleton, Certified Teacher of the Alexander 
Technique. 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ABSTRACT  
On earth so-called mechanical body overload, causing tissue strain, tissue 
damage and fatigue, is considered to be a major cause of physical complaints 
such as neck and lower back pain. Mechanical strain related to body posture has 
been shown to play a significant role in ongoing, widespread pain and fatigue 
(patients prefer to lie down and to limit standing and sitting). Therefore, on earth, 
the link to gravity’s vertical vector is quickly made.  

What would happen to the two complaints - pain and ongoing fatigue - when in 
orbit, in a micro-gravity environment, lacking the earth’s dominating vertical 
vector? To our surprise we found that both problems occur frequently in micro-
gravity.  

Data obtained from a literature study regarding both complaints in microgravity 
provide arguments for a change of perspective. Since a shift is noted from type-1 
towards type-2 muscle cells in astronauts when in a microgravity environment, 
and also in chronic low back patients and patients suffering from chronic fatigue 
syndrome on earth, the classical interpretation of biomechanics as a system of 
levers might be better  considered through the concept of biotensegrity. This 
could then be used to propose novel therapeutic approaches to address both 
local, regional and widespread pain as well as ongoing fatigue. 

RESULTS 
The impact of microgravity on astronauts has been reviewed regarding the 
skeletal and muscular system, intervertebral discs, and vision. A shift is noted 
from type-1 towards type-2 muscle cells when in microgravity but also in low 
back patients and patients suffering from chronic fatigue syndrome on earth. All 
this is related to a different body form and has an impact on movement and 
functioning. The autonomic system also adapts its reactivity, influencing sleep 
patterns influencing fatigue. Similar symptoms frequently occur in a number of 
earthly syndromes as in CFS, fibromyalgia (FMS) and autonomic dysfunction. 

 



THE USE OF THE FIELD MODEL, 
a tool to reorient physiotherapy 

To be submitted 
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ABSTRACT 

Patients with chronic musculo-skeletal complaints, dysfunctions and syndromes 
are advised by various care providers during their recovery process. Most 
patients present themselves with various comorbidities and underlying 
dysfunctions. No guideline is available for every dysfunction and for every 
patient’s specific context/comorbidities. Since motivation plays a central role in 
the change of behavior and therapy compliance, good communication between 
all partners involved enables the best possible (medical) approach. 

The aim of this article is to propose a field model as a means of communication 
whereby patients are advised the same policies, definitions and reference frames 
(ICD and ICF) by all professionals. 

This field model is in parallel with the one for physicians and both have the same 
horizontal time line axis: risk factors, activating factors, and complications. 
Whereas the medical consists of three domains on its vertical axis 
(neuropsychiatr ic , in ternal -b io logical , and musculoskeleta l ) , the 
physiotherapeutic uses local tissue damage, regional muscular defense and 
central/widespread reaction. 

Since the physiotherapy model overlaps the physician’s third domain, their 
parallel use will help implement the best possible (medical) approach. 

After patient and the physiotherapist, as equivalent partners, have filled in the 
nine boxes, the underlying problem of the patient’s complaint will be focused on. 
From then on, patients can re-adjust their view and the agreed-on policy can be 
taken closer to the scientific guidelines. It helps patients to enable (mostly 
secondary) prevention. The model helps to make a shift from ‘motor theory’ 
towards an ‘action theory’ concept, a really ‘embodied philosophy’ to tackle a bad 
habit.

PRECURSORS OF THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE 
Alexander Technique teachers generally claim that its founder Frederick Matthias 
Alexander (1869-1955) independently from others built an educational method 
on calling attention to one’s sensory processes. However, such experiential 
strategy is not unique to the Alexander Technique. For instance, Bernard Roth 
(1853-1915) — son of famous Swedish Gymnastics propagator Mathias Roth 
(1818-1891) — had already concluded long before Alexander did that personal 
habits of using, carrying and moving one’s body may interfere with “the best 
possible position.” During the  1870s and 1880s, Roth recommended a “re-
education of the muscular sense” — as described his 1889 The Treatment of 
Lateral Curvature of the Spine. His experience was that the “muscular sense has 
become so perverted that the habitual position appears…to be far more natural 
and straighter than the really erect or improved posture.” 

Heinrich Sebastian Frenkel (1860-1931), in his 1902 The Treatment of Tabetic 
Ataxia by Means of Systematic Exercise, conversed similar, yet far more 
elaborate experience and points of view. As the title of his book indicates, his 
exercises were central in hospital treatment of patients with neurosyphilis 
symptoms of dysfunctional affected posterior spinal cord roots. Frenkel 
recommended psychomotor training exercises for patients showing hypotomia, 
broad-based gait and ataxia, so-called systematic exercises for re-education of 
movement coordination. Frenkel’s therapy was the imperative method of treating 
effects of tabes dorsalis on using, moving and bearing one’s body. Frenkel’s 
treatment almost produced miracles; he was able to teach the principles of his 
‘systematic exercises’ to syphilis patients who had not been able to walk for 
years. He had them walk again within a few hours! 

Frenkel’s at times miraculous treatment swiftly drew the attention of his 
confrères. In 1893, Fulgence Raymond (1844-1910) — successor of famous 
French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot at the Paris Salpêtrière hospital — 
already called attention to Frenkel’s methods preparing his patients mentally to 
execute their best possible movements before executing them, and while 
executing them following and ‘guiding’ them with the eyes (replacing, as it were, 
their lost muscular sensory perception). 

In the United States, the religiously inspired Emmanual Movement also offered 
psychic and motor re-education psychotherapy, based on Frenkel’s treatment of 
tabetic ataxia. 

It is interesting to note here that, perhaps since syphilis almost disappeared 
amongst us, Frenkel’s treatment of syphilic ataxia also got lost in time. And with 
it, Frenkel’s predecessors in movement therapy, like Mathias and Bernard Roth. 

Dr. mult. Jeroen Staring. 

 



TENSEGRITY, AN ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMICAL 
BIOMECHANICS 

Giovanni Borelli (1608-1679), the founding father of biomechanics, compared 
animals and people with man-made machines (Borelli, 1680), yet his theory of 
levers is questionable because of the potentially damaging stresses they 
generate within the tissues. 

The first tensegrity structure (as we now know it) was built by Kenneth Snelson in 
1948 (Heartney, 2009), but it was Buckminster Fuller who saw the deeper 
implications and named it as a contraction of tension-integrity. Neither of them 
envisioned any biological application. 

It was only in the 1970’s that the orthopedic surgeon Stephen Levin recognized 
the significance of tensegrity as an alternative to classical biomechanical theory. 
He described it as "from viruses to vertebrates, their systems, and subsystems", 
and introduced the term biotensegrity in the mid 1980’s. Levin always considered 
biotensegrity as a concept that applies to the whole of biology, from molecular 
sub-cellular level to the complete organism, and directly related the underlying 
physics of structure with physiology (Levin, 2006). 

Donald Ingber had also been thinking about the cellular cytoskeleton as a 
tensegrity in the late 1970’s and later confirmed Levin’s views on tensegrity 
organization within the whole-body (Ingber, 1998; 2003)  

In tensegrity structures, the intrinsic pre-stress is omnidirectional and dispersed 
throughout the system, thus limiting potentially damaging stress concentrations 
and reducing the chance of rupture. Each part contributes to the behavior of the 
whole, and in the same way, anatomical structures are now considered as 
modular units nested within all those surrounding them at every size-scale from 
molecules upwards. As a hallmark of living organisms is their material and 
functional efficiency, this modern approach to biomechanics focuses on the 
heterarchical organization of a vastly complex system of interacting closed 
kinematic chains, thus rendering Borelli’s lever theory obsolete and opening new 
fields of research. 

Figure: A tensegrity model of the thorax as designed by Tom 
Flemons (https://tensegritywiki.com/wiki/Flemons,_Tom), formed by 
eight compression rods seemingly floating within a tensioned 
network of cables. 

Dr. Stephen Levin, 31 08 2019 

THE MEDICAL FIELD MODEL FOR PHYSICIANS  

Ref: Declercq, T., Stuer, H., Heytens, S., Blancke, S., Rogiers, R., Eyskens, J. b. 
(2010). ‘Behandeling van CFS in de eerste lijn. Uitdaging of verplicht nummer?’ 
Huisarts Nu 39, 379-384. 

THE FIELD MODEL FOR PHYSIOTHERAPISTS  

Since both professionals make use of the same scientific knowledge, both 
models function in parallel.  
The overlap between the third domain of the physician’s model (the 
musculoskeletal domain) and the nine fields of the physio’s model is a surplus 
and can be coined ‘9 + 9 = 15’.  
Without such an overlap, trans-disciplinary work is nearly impossible. This 
approach can be seen as an implementation of the concept of triadism as 
outlined above (Veening, 2013), Field model for physicians (Declercq et al, 
2010). Both axes produce nine boxes. 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NOVEL POLICIES TO HELP PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC 
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYNDROMES 

AXIOM 1:  
WHAT TOOK TIME TO EMERGE WILL TAKE TIME TO VANISH  

When properly dealt with, acute osseo-fascial problems (damaged tissue) heal in 
6 to 8 weeks.  

When not, chronicity sets in and the organism starts to reorganize the structure. 
Specific policies will be necessary to deal with a new (chronic) situation: a ‘civil 
war’ between the bottom up (biotensegral, mechano-transductional) and the top 
down (neuro-muscular transductional) components. 

AXIOM 2:  
LIVING ORGANISMS ARE QUASI - CLOSED SYSTEMS  

Living organisms – as a whole - are known to be autopoietic. They use a dual, 
although interlinked, steering system. Part is closed (self referring) using 
endogenous data and more related to the mechano-transductional subsystem, 
having intrinsic healing properties; part is open (in relation to the environment) 
using exogenous data and more related to the neuro-muscular subsystem and 
data in order ‘to fit’. 

When prolonged in ‘unsafe’ conditions, exogenous data overrule endogenous 
data and the steering ‘over clocks’. As a result, ‘abnormal’ strains and stress 
reactions emerge. The economical default state (we coined this as the 'run on 
idle’ modus) progressively changes towards more costly ‘bad habits’ (coined as 
the ‘employed’ state) and ‘Autonomic Dysfunction’ sets in. Unfortunately, patients 
mistake their ‘employed’ state as a ‘run on idle’ mode, since their system lacks 
procedures to deliberately return to their salutogenic way of being and doing.  

AXIOM 3:  
THE STAND BY’ MODE SHOULD REMAIN THE DEFAULT REFERENCE 
STATE  

The default body shape in its ‘run on idle’ mode is omni-directionally expanded 
(‘long, wide and deep’) and in its least energy consuming mode. Energy 
expenditure will be compared to the default state, be it the economical 'run on 
idle’ or the strained ‘employed’ state.  

The more ‘economic’ the reference state, the more chance there is that a 
function will get started and the goal will be achieved. 

CONSEQUENCE 1: THE SYSTEM HAS TO BE FOOLED TO RETURN TO THE 
‘RUN ON IDLE’ MODE A counter-deterministic approach will be needed to return 
to the ‘run on idle’ mode. This asks for a ‘deconstruct’: destructing the bad habits, 
while at the same time, constructing the intrinsic system’s procedures. Specific 
cues (Representation Manipulative Cues) aimed to manipulate the patient’s 
habitual representation by fooling his/her deterministic habitual procedures will 
be needed in order to return to their former ‘run on idle’ state. Changes in the 
organism's content and context do also play a major role. 

CONSEQUENCE 2: ENGAGEMENT IS REQUIRED OF DIFFERENT 
PARTNERS! The time spent at the physiotherapeutic clinic is approximately only 
1% of the patient's total time (home, work, hobby,...) and is insufficient to counter 
a patient’s bad habits. A novel approach, based on the outlined three axiom's, 
has consequences for all partners involved: for the 'therapist', for the patient, and 
last but not least for those ‘partners’ not physically present in the consultation 
room: the significant third (be it family, colleagues,…) but also the ‘government’, 
or assurance companies, who often pay a major part of the fees.  

‘Not without engagement’ can be the motto for the three partners involved, at 
least when the aim is to solve or to reduce the patient’s complaints. 

Jan b Eyskens, PhD Medical Sciences and  

Luc De Nil, MSc Science in Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation
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